Art | Science | Healing

The new UK Albert B. Chandler Hospital will provide the highest level of advanced medicine to the Commonwealth and beyond through a facility that bridges the art and science of medicine.
Welcome to UK Chandler Hospital’s New Pavilion

This new patient care facility is designed to support the people who receive care, the people who provide care, and those who wish to appreciate a place that reflects the art and beauty of Kentucky.

Long before we broke ground on Pavilion A, we were building a world-class system of care, providing the kind of advanced subspecialty care available at only a few medical centers in the nation.

Excellent patient care, ongoing improvements and superior talent have provided us with a strong foundation on which to build.

The Ground Floor and Floors 1, 6 and 7 will officially open this month.

We invite you to tour:
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Opposite: Rendering showing nighttime aerial view of UK Chandler Hospital on the University of Kentucky campus.
Ground Floor
Dedicated to Welcoming and Comfort

A Water Feature
A soothing oasis to retreat to before or after visiting loved ones. Donated by Sarah Healy in memory of her husband, Jerry.

B Courtyard
A place for tranquility in a garden setting with intimate seating areas and benches built into the natural limestone wall.

C Auditorium
Advanced audiovisual technologies support learning, recording-quality acoustics support performances that can be telecast into patient rooms at all UK HealthCare hospitals in the future. The auditorium seats 305 and is made possible by the Sarah Scaife Foundation.

D Registration and Financial Counseling
Conveniently located near the main entrance, patients receiving care in the new pavilion register here. Financial counselors are available to answer billing questions. Most patients will continue to be registered and admitted in the existing Pavilion H where the bulk of Chandler Hospital services continue to reside.

E Chapel
Located near the emergency department and pastoral care offices, the Myra Leigh Tobin Chapel is a serene, nondenominational space for quiet meditation with a separate room for private reflection.

F Gingko Sculpture
The sculpture’s integral parts work together representing the collaborative nature of health care. It also serves as a wayfinding point of reference. Donated by the James F. Hardymon Family Foundation.

G Main Entrance
The circular drive in front of the Ground Floor atrium lobby features a deep, covered area for convenient pick up and drop off of visitors and family members. The parking garage shuttle will stop at this entrance and at Pavilion H on Rose Street.

H Main Plaza Area (not on tour)
This park-like plaza features stone walls, trees, grasses and other plants native to Kentucky. A gift in honor of Mrs. Betty Rosenthal, the Rosenthal Family Plaza will welcome visitors starting May 19.

Food and Beverage
Opening May 19, the Courtyard Café serves assorted coffee drinks, pastries, soups, salads, sandwiches and a variety of pre-made items and cold drinks.
A Surgery Waiting
This spacious waiting area has seating for 200. Amenities include a children’s area, art gallery, family lockers and TVs. Display panels, pagers and phones help families follow the patient’s progress through surgery. Consultation rooms allow families to meet privately with physicians. All of the public art was purchased with private philanthropic support from generous donors and sponsors of our gala events.

B Health Education Center
Replacing the current Health Information Library in Pavilion H, the new Don and Cathy Jacobs Health Education Center is the central repository for all UK HealthCare patient education resources. The 2,305-square-foot center includes a classroom, computers, printers, free Internet access and a room for viewing videos. Visit the gallery to view the permanent and rotating Kentucky folk art exhibit.

Hours: Monday – Friday, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

C Gift Shop
The Pavilion A Chandler Auxiliary Gift Shop features Kentucky artisan merchandise and other specialty gifts along with essential items such as sundries, flowers, periodicals, candy, greeting cards and more.

Hours: Monday – Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sundays, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

D Celebrate Kentucky Wall
In the atrium along the first-floor concourse, a wall of photography changes through slow dissolves on video monitors to serve as a point of entry, interest and solace.

E Outdoor Terrace
A spacious area to eat outdoors or simply retreat to nature with a view overlooking the Ground Floor courtyard.

Food and Beverage
Opening May 19, the Terrace Café serves coffee, pastries, snacks and a variety of pre-made salads, sandwiches and cold drinks.
Stop in and shop.

Pick up health information.

Enjoy light refreshments—no food or drink in the building, please.

UK HealthCare string backpacks and maps will be given out. Seniors can get a personal health organizer.
Floor 6
Neuroscience Services for Patient Care

A Waiting Area
Family areas near public elevators are easy to find with views of art and the outdoors. They offer a quiet retreat and place to gather away from the patient’s room.

B ICU Patient Room
The 12 ICU rooms in Tower 100 (identical in layout to Tower 200) accommodate critical care. All ICU and progressive care rooms have dialysis capability.

C ICU Team Station
Display boards for diagnostic results and patient tracking enable the care team to quickly access patient information and consult together on care plans.

D Workstations
Provider workstations located outside patient rooms maximize patient observation. With direct line-of-sight, nurses can respond quickly to changes in patient conditions.

E Center Core Support
Rooms in the center of each tower provide team access to supplies, medications and equipment. Less time spent walking the floor means more time delivering care at the bedside.

F Acute Care Team Station
A similar set up to the ICU station, this team station is dedicated to stroke patients and is centrally located to the 20 rooms designated for stroke patients.

G Stroke Patient Room
At nearly 300 square feet, every private room has zones for the patient, caregivers and family. Room around the patient’s bed accommodates equipment, including a computer for in-room charting so caregivers can spend more time at the bedside, working together as a team.

Comforts for Families and Visitors
Within the patient room, features include:

- Built-in sofa that converts to a bed so a family member can spend the night
- Large windows for access to natural light and views
- Large wardrobe for storing personal items
- Work desk with wireless Internet access
- Flat-screen TV for entertainment. Will also offer auditorium programming and interactive patient education in the future.
- Art to help create a warm environment
- Large, private, easily accessible bathrooms with adjustable showers
- Individually controlled thermostats and adjustable lighting
This tour is specific to Floor 6, Tower 100; Tower 200 on Floor 6 and both towers on Floor 7 (Trauma and Surgical Services) also open on May 22 and have the same layout and amenities.
About UK Chandler Hospital’s New Pavilion

Other Floors

The pavilion is being built in phases and when complete, the 1.2-million-square-foot building will have 512 private rooms within the two patient care towers and space for as many as 27 state-of-the-art operating rooms (OR).

Floor 2 is dedicated to eight operating rooms and one of the country’s largest hybrid OR. This floor is expected to be completed by December 2011.

Floors 5 and 8-12 are shelled for future expansion of patient care.

Floors 3 and 4 house electrical and mechanical systems to support the building. Floor 4 also has a rooftop garden.

Floor 7 is dedicated to Trauma and Surgical Services and will open for patient care on May 22, 2011. The layout and design are the same as Floor 6.

We anticipate full fit-out of the new pavilion will take six to 10 years. Completing additional floors will depend upon strong financial performance and the generous support of our community.

This pavilion will eventually replace Pavilion H.

Generous Gifts

This initial phase of construction (which includes public amenities, Floors 6 and 7, the emergency department and the Chandler Hospital Parking Garage) cost $532 million. Additional funding will be needed to complete what we refer to as Phase II, a full fit-out of the building.

Phase I has remained on schedule and under budget. This is a real achievement, as most hospitals tend to exceed their construction budgets.

No tax dollars were used to finance the new Chandler Hospital pavilion; the project has been financed through cash flow from operations, capital raised via the sale of bonds, and philanthropy. Donor support continues to fuel our building project, particularly in the areas of art and patient amenities.

The primary donor wall on the Ground Floor features the names of donors who have given capital gifts of $50,000 and more. Donors who give between $1,000 and $50,000 will be recognized on glass panels along the Floor 1 concourse.
About UK Chandler Hospital's New Pavilion
The Healing Power of Art

The new UK Albert B. Chandler Hospital doesn’t look or feel like a traditional hospital, thanks to the UK Arts in HealthCare Program. Multiple forms of art throughout our hospitals and clinics are made possible entirely through private funds.

A growing body of research, both qualitative and quantitative, indicates that the arts serve patients and caregivers as powerful aids in times of emotional vulnerability and bring beauty into a stress-filled health care world. The mission of the UK Arts in HealthCare Program is to create a healing environment of care and to focus on the spiritual and emotional well-being of our patients, families, caregivers and staff.

Visual Arts

Pavilion A features art in all forms:

• Whimsical folk art
• Glass, wood and ceramics
• Sculptures and paintings
• Internationally commissioned pieces
• Artists with a Kentucky connection, many of whom have achieved national and international reputations

Performing Arts

The performing arts will be organized under the Lucille Caudill Little Performing Arts in HealthCare Program and will bring performances by renowned artists and UK School of Music faculty and students to our auditorium. Each year, the Teresa Garbulinska Annual Performance Series, an endowment created by Dr. Ronald Saykaly in honor of his wife Teresa, will bring a renowned classical performer to the hospital auditorium.

Music Therapy

The Lucille Caudill Little Performing Arts in HealthCare Program will also offer, through the UK School of Music and UK HealthCare, music as therapy and the only music therapy graduate degree program in Kentucky.

“Blending music with medicine will establish UK not only for its excellence in health care but for excellence in healing arts as well.”

*Everett McCorvey, DMA, UK Director of Opera and Chair of the Auditorium Design Committee*

Society for Arts and Healthcare

As a member of the Society for Arts and Healthcare, UK HealthCare has built on the findings and successes of other art programs across the country to create an art program at the forefront of this movement.

“All Kentuckians should be reassured and proud to have a world-class hospital ready to meet their needs and those of their loved ones. Along with being a technologically advanced hospital, we also want people to feel at home in a healing environment enhanced by unique aspects of Kentucky landscape, art and music.”

Michael Karpf, MD
Executive Vice President for Health Affairs
UK HealthCare - University of Kentucky